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 Online Shopping Canada: Everyday Low Prices at Walmart.ca! 
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Last chance anniversary dealsLast chance anniversary deals
30 years of savings!Shop 
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Style refreshStyle refresh
Get low prices on a spring refresh from Justice.Shop
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Small steps, big impactSmall steps, big impact
Low prices on a clean you can feel good about.Shop
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Up to 55% off patio furnitureLast chance deals. Really.Last chance deals. Really.
Big savings & new deals added every week.Shop

Conditions apply.








 


Anniversary deals
[image: ]Up to 40% off
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Reserve pickup or delivery

See times

 Top departments
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Spring refresh
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Up to 55% off patios
[image: ]Conversation sets
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[image: Walmart Plus]Get 30 days free grocery delivery!
Sign up for Walmart Delivery Pass today. Conditions apply.Sign Up

 
  See what's new

[image: ]Gear up for camping
Your one-stop shop for affordable adventure essentials.

Shop 

[image: ]Spring playtime
Sand & water table fun for kids.

Shop

[image: ]Eid Mubarak
Celebrate with lights, décor, toys & more at low prices.

Shop


 Use 60GROCERY for $15 off first 4 orders

|Learn more
Spend a min. of $75. Conditions apply.



 

    More ways to save time & money
[image: ]Rollback

[image: ]Weekly flyer features

[image: ]Deals Centre
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  Deals & your fave brands

[image: ]We've got deals!
From the Hottest Deals to deals from our seller partners.

Shop 

[image: ]Power through spring
Get 10% off power tools & more!

Shop

[image: ]Stop pooling around
20% off in savings

Shop


 

  Services made for life

[image: ]Say yes to a $45 bonus
And start saving big.

Apply now

[image: ]Partner Offers
Exclusive partner savings for Walmart account holders.

View all 

[image: ]Digital gift cards
No matter the occasion, they're one way to say it all.

Buy now


    

  






 
Your data, your choice
We want your shopping experience with us to be as easy and relevant as possible. For this purpose, we and trusted third parties may use cookies and similar tracking technologies to:	Measure and improve our site
	Save your preferences
	Personalize your shopping experience, and
	Provide you with relevant marketing on Walmart.ca, other sites and social media platforms.

To learn more, check out our Marketing Notice. You can change your cookie settings any time.


Manage cookie settingsClose





